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A respected legacy of commitment, 
innovation, and dedication.

“It’s been 34 years since Coni and I purchased Barnes Bullets,
and we’re proud of what we’ve accomplished,” said Randy
Brooks, president of Barnes Bullets. “Our first products were the
pure lead core, pure copper jacketed Barnes Originals Fred
Barnes first manufactured in 1932.”

Today, those bullets have been largely replaced by newer,
improved versions of the revolutionary, 100-percent copper X
Bullet Randy invented in 1986. Extremely popular with
experienced shooters and professional hunters alike, these

bullets have set new standards for
accuracy and performance.

Barnes Bullets
~ 2008 ~

Coni used a Kimber Montana
.300 Winchester and the new 130-

grain Tipped TSX to bring home this
amazing Utah mule deer trophy.

Randy Brooks, president and 
co-owner (with his wife Coni) of
Barnes Bullets, has a long family
heritage of hunting. Three
generations appear in this vintage
photo. At left is Randy’s maternal
grandfather, Ted Graff, showing
off the hide of an enormous black
bear he shot on opening day of the
1948 Utah deer season. Standing
at right is Randy’s uncle, Jay
Graff, while Bob Brooks, Randy’s
father, and LaMar Brooks, his
older brother are below. The
antlers of mule deer killed during
the hunt are also displayed.

Randy took this trophy desert mule
deer in Mexico with a .300 WSM
Kimber and a 180-grain MRX.

Randy and Coni Brooks have actively
supported the shooting sports, donating
both time and finances to industry
organizations. They continue to develop
innovative new products to improve their
customers’ hunting success. 
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Barnes Bullets
NEW FOR 2008

TIPPED TSX™

Featuring a streamlined polymer tip, the new Tipped TSX combines
the deadly killing power of the famed Triple-Shock with improved long-
range ballistics. Provides even faster expansion and “dead right there”
performance. Exceptionally accurate, Barnes’ Tipped TSX creates more
internal damage than any other bullet. More details on page 6.

MULTI-PURPOSE GREEN™ BULLETS 

Developed for military and law enforcement applications, Barnes’
new Multi-Purpose Green (MPG™) bullets are lead-free and
environmentally friendly. A highly frangible, powdered-metal copper-
tin core provides explosive fragmentation.

The 55-grain 5.56mm (.224-inch) and 140-grain 7.62mm (.308-inch)
MPG bullets are designed for military-style autoloaders and other fast-
twist firearms. MPG bullets remain intact, eliminating jammed actions
and plugged barrels.  More details on page 12.

RELOADING MANUAL NUMBER 4

Barnes Reloading Manual Number 4 is now available. Extensive
loading data covers the full range of Barnes Bullets. More than 600 pages
of full-color images, customer photos and testimonials make the
Reloading Manual Number 4 a must-have for any avid hunter.

According to Randy Brooks, president and bullet innovator, “This
manual is for both seasoned and beginning shooters. It shows
handloaders how to get optimum performance from Barnes Bullets.”
Details about Barnes’ Reloading Manual Number 4 can be found on page 14.

FREE OFFER! “BULLET MYTHS BUSTED” DVD

Is bullet energy really the best guide to killing power? Which bullets
expand faster in deer? “Bullet Myths Busted,” the second in Barnes’
“Choosing the Right Bullet” DVD series, is being offered free to Barnes’
customers and other shooters. More details on page 14.

The latest product offerings for
hunters who demand the best.
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Triple-Shock™

X BULLET® The most effective and dependable
hunting bullets available. 

All-copper Triple-Shock™ X Bullets® expand faster than conventional
lead-core bullets, destroying vital organs and causing massive hydraulic
shock. Aided by four, razor-edged cutting petals, they penetrate deeper
through tissue and heavy bone. 

Rapid double-diameter expansion at both high and low
velocities, combined with extreme penetration make TSX™
bullets your best choice for everything from whitetail deer
to the largest game. Typically retain 100 percent of their
original weight. 

Multiple grooves in the bullet’s shank relieve pressure,
allowing greater accuracy and higher safe velocities.
Experienced hunters agree Barnes TSX are the deadliest,
most dependable bullets available today. 

• Faster expansion than
competing lead-core
bullets offer

• Exceptional accuracy

• Lead-free, 100% copper
construction

• Razor-sharp cutting
edges

• Out-penetrates lead-
core bullets

• Won’t fragment or come
apart

• Better weight retention
than any lead-core
bullet

• Available in factory
ammunition

This battle-scarred Arizona bull
elk was the prize trophy of
Shawn Smith after a well placed
shot with her .300 WSM and a
165-grain TSX.

“TRIPLE-SHOCK” is a registered trademark of Alliant Techsystems Inc.

Barnes’ Triple-Shock X Bullet
was given the  NRA Golden

Bullseye Award for ammunition
product of the year in 2006  by
Shooting Illustrated magazine.
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Triple-Shock™

X BULLET®

Here’s what happens when a Barnes Triple-Shock™ X Bullet®
passes through a block of ballistic gelatin at high velocity. The
massive hydraulic shock wave continues to expand even after the
bullet exits. Four razor-edged copper petals slice through vital
organs, producing maximum internal damage. Pass-through
penetration insures maximum loss of blood.

No hunting bullet outperforms the Barnes TSX. Featuring 100-
percent copper construction, the TSX expands faster than
conventional lead-core bullets while typically retaining its original
weight. Defeats the toughest tissue and heaviest bone.

“Right now” expansion and deep-driving penetration make
Barnes’ TSX the deadliest hunting bullet you can buy. Accuracy is
unsurpassed.

“Right now” expansion and deadly,
deep-driving penetration.
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Tipped TSX™

X BULLET® New from Barnes Bullets: 
The Tipped TSX.

A polymer tip has been added to the newest version of Barnes’ Triple-
Shock X Bullet. The new Tipped TSX features the same all-copper body
with multiple rings cut into the shank. The streamlined tip boosts BC for
better long-range ballistics. Expands instantly, even on thin-skinned game.

Like the Triple-Shock, the Tipped TSX penetrates
completely through tough tissue and heavy bone, while
powerful hydraulic forces destroy vital organs. 

Retains virtually 100 percent of its original
weight. Four razor-sharp cutting petals create
more internal damage than any competing bullet
for cleaner, quicker kills.

The Barnes Tipped TSX – accept no
imitations.

• 100% lead-free

• Grooved for lower
pressures

• Rapid Expansion

• Higher ballistic
coefficient

• Deadly accuracy

• 99-100% weight
retention

• Available in factory
ammunition

Dave Scovill, editor of
Handloader, Rifle and
Successful Hunter magazine,
was one of the first to try the new
130-grain .308 Tipped TSX  in
Africa with amazing results.

Customers call our pure copper Triple-Shock
the perfect bullet. We improved on perfection
by adding a streamlined tip.
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Maximum Range™

X BULLET®

Barnes’  Maximum Range™ X Bullet® (MRX™) features an all-copper
body, along with a patented, tungsten-based Silvex® core and streamlined
Delrin® tip. Combines a high ballistic coefficient and exceptional accuracy
with premium long-range performance. 

Provides controlled expansion at both
short and long range. Typically retains
100 percent of its original weight.
Delivers the deep-penetrating, bone-
smashing power needed for raking
shots at game. Writers have called
the MRX, “the most technologically
advanced hunting bullet ever
created,” and “the ultimate multi-
tasking do-anything big game
rifle bullet.”

• Deadly long-range
accuracy

• Rapid expansion at all
ranges

• Flatter trajectory

• Greater retained energy
at long range  

• Exceptional penetration   

• Full weight retention

• 100% Lead-free

• Won’t fragment on
impact or blow up on
game.

• Sold in 20-bullet packs

• Available in factory
ammunition 

The most technologically advanced
hunting bullet ever created.

Bob Pew used a Barnes
180-grain MRX bullet to

take this great red
hartebeest with his .300

Winchester Magnum.

MRX received the NRA Golden
Bullseye Award for ammunition
product of the year in 2007 by
American Hunter magazine.
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Expander MZ™

MUZZLELOADER Devastating expansion at both 
high and low velocities.

The muzzleloader version of the X Bullet is 100 percent copper with a
large, hollow cavity for quick, sure expansion. They produce more
consistent shot-to-shot velocities and better accuracy than competing
bullets allow. This results in greater shooter confidence and more one-
shot kills.

Expander MZ bullets deliver deadly performance at both high and low
velocities. They expand to twice their original diameter, creating six razor-
sharp copper petals that slice through game. These tough, deep-driving
bullets typically retain 100 percent of their original weight.

Barnes MZ Aligner Tools are recommended for faster loading and
enhanced accuracy.

A separate Aligner Tool is required for each caliber and bullet nose
configuration.

• 100% copper

• Exceptional accuracy

• Full weight retention

• Razor-sharp cutting
edges

• Double-diameter
expansion

• Deep penetration

• Effective at high 
and low velocities

• Recommended for 
in-line rifles

A 195-grain Barnes Expander
MZ was used by Mark Hanten
in his .45-caliber muzzleloader
to take this Iowa buck.

Expander MZ bullets are available in .45-caliber, 195-grain;
.50-caliber, 250- and 300-grain; and .54-caliber, 275- and
325-grain sizes in 15- and 24-bullet packs.
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Spit-Fire MZ™

ANDTMZ™

The Barnes Spit-Fire MZ and Spit-Fire TMZ feature the same
100-percent copper construction as the Expander MZ bullets, but
with design changes that make them more effective at longer range.

A streamlined semi-spitzer ogive, boattail
base and tack-driving accuracy make the
Barnes Spit-Fire™ MZ a great choice at
extended range. It delivers deadly performance
at high and low velocities. Expands to double
diameter, creating six razor-sharp petals for massive shock and deep
penetration. Retains virtually 100 percent of original weight. 

The Spit-Fire™ TMZ has a streamlined polymer tip for faster expansion.
Higher ballistic coefficient means exceptional long-range performance.
Remains intact at extreme velocities, yet expands at only 1050 fps. Redesigned

sabot loads faster while retaining the tight gas seal that makes the
Expander MZ, Spit-Fire MZ and Spit-Fire TMZ the most

accurate muzzleloader bullets on the market. 

SPIT-FIRE MZ:
• 100% copper
• Exceptional accuracy
• Full weight retention
• Deadly at long range
• Razor-sharp cutting

edges 
• Double-diameter

expansion
• Deep penetration   
• Effective at high and 

low velocities

Available in .50 caliber, 
245- and 285-grain bullets in
15- and 24-bullet packs.

SPIT-FIRE TMZ:
• Outstanding accuracy
• New polymer tip 
• Higher ballistic

coefficient
• Rapid expansion
• Easier loading    

Available in .50 caliber, 
250- and 290-grain bullets in
15- and 24-bullet packs.

The deadliest muzzleloader 
bullets money can buy.

MZ Aligner Tools are individually
sized to fit Barnes’ .45, .50 and 

.54-caliber Expander MZ bullets. A
separate Aligner Tool is required for

each caliber and bullet nose
configuration.
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Barnes XPB™

PISTOL BULLETS Outperforms lead-core bullets
right down the line.

Originally designed for
demanding military applications, 100
percent copper XPB Pistol Bullets
are now available for hunting and
sporting use, as well as law
enforcement and self-defense. 

HUNTING AND SPORTING
APPLICATIONS

Barnes’ XPB handgun bullets are 100 percent copper and totally lead-
free. On impact, they expand to more than twice their original diameter,
creating six razor-sharp petals for maximum shock and tissue damage.

Designed for .454 Casull, .480 Ruger, .475 Linebaugh, .460 Smith &
Wesson and .500 S&W Magnum velocities, these bullets provide the
controlled expansion and deep penetration required for the largest game. 

XPB bullets for .357, .41, .44 magnum and .45 Colt revolvers are top
choices for hunting deer and antelope. They’re also effective on smaller game.

LAW ENFORCEMENT, MILITARY AND SELF-DEFENSE

XPB .380 ACP, 9mm, .38 Special, .357 Sig, .40 S&W, 10mm, .44
Special, .45 Gap and .45 ACP pistol bullets deliver double-diameter
expansion. Lighter weight means less recoil and faster recovery time, while
still producing the 12 to 18 inches of penetration preferred for law
enforcement and military applications.

These controlled-expanding bullets track well
after penetrating standard barriers. Easily penetrate
windshield glass. Lead-free construction prevents
contamination of indoor practice ranges and other
enclosed environments. 

The ideal choice for military, law enforcement
and self defense applications, XPB pistol bullets
outperform lead-core bullets right down the line.
Exceptional expansion and penetration, 100
percent weight retention.

• Proven X Bullet
technology

• 100% copper –
no toxic lead residue

• Out-penetrates jacketed
lead core bullets

• Unmatched expansion

• 12 razor-sharp 
cutting edges

• No fragmentation –
remains intact

• Available in factory
ammunition
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Varmint   
Grenade™

Based on a design Barnes developed for military applications, the
Varmint Grenade is a flat-base, hollow-cavity bullet with a copper-tin
composite core. Surrounded by a substantial guilding-metal jacket, the
highly frangible core greatly reduces the chance of ricochets. Remains 
intact at ultra-high velocities, yet fragments explosively on impact—with
spectacular results! Virtually vaporizes ground squirrels and prairie dogs,
even at extended range.   

This lead-free bullet produces instant fragmentation and dramatic one-
shot kills. The Varmint Grenade expends its energy early, seldom exiting
bobcat- and coyote-sized predators. Valuable pelts remain virtually 
undamaged.

• Sniper-like accuracy

• Dependable long-range
kills

• Explosive performance

• Lead free

• Remains intact at
extreme velocities

• Preserves valuable pelts

• Offered in 204 caliber,
26-grain; .224 caliber,
36- and 50-grain;  and
.243  caliber, 62-grain.

• Available factory-loaded
in .223 and .22-250
Black Hills ammunition.

Produces instant fragmentation 
and dramatic one-shot kills.

Coni Brooks is shown field
testing the new Varmint

Grenade bullets on a
prairie dog town.
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Barnes MPG™

MULTI-PURPOSE GREEN Combines pinpoint accuracy with
explosive fragmentation.

For 2008, Barnes offers two all-new bullets featuring Multi-Purpose
Green (MPG™) technology developed for military and law enforcement
applications.  MPG bullets feature a highly frangible, powdered-metal
copper-tin core inside a guilding metal jacket. The bullets are lead-free –
often a requirement in military and LE practice environments. These open-
tip bullets hold together at ultra-high velocities and extreme rates of spin.
They combine pinpoint accuracy with explosive fragmentation.

The 55-grain 5.56mm (.224) MPG bullet is designed for M4, HK416
and AR-15 type autoloaders and other firearms with rifling twist rates of 1:9”
or faster. A 140-grain 7.62mm (.308) version is available for AR-10, SR-25,
M40 (Remington 700) and M14 rifles with
1:12” or faster rifling twists. Unlike frangible
bullets lacking a protective jacket, MPG
bullets remain intact under the rigors of
handling, feeding and firing. This
eliminates the primary cause of jammed
actions and plugged barrels often
experienced when firing frangible
ammunition in autoloading rifles. 

These extremely accurate, Multi-
Purpose bullets are ideal for shooting
steel targets, competition, plinking,
hunting and home defense.

• Developed with military
technology

• Lead-free “Green”
construction

• Highly frangible

• Sniper-like accuracy

• Virtually eliminates
autoloader jams and
plugged barrels

• Remains intact at ultra-
high velocities

Available in 100-round boxes 
of 5.56mm and 50-round 
boxes of 7.62mm bullets.

Panther DCM
Rifle from DPMS
Panther Arms.
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Solids™ AND
Originals™

BARNES BANDED SOLIDS

Barnes’ Banded Solids stop dangerous game right now!
Machined from homogenous copper/zinc alloy, these
indestructible bullets track straight and won’t disintegrate or
deflect on heavy bone. The most dependable dangerous-
game solids you can buy.

Multiple bands, or rings, cut into the bullet’s shank prevent
excess pressure, eliminating concerns about damaging fine
double-rifle barrels. Weight-matched with Triple-Shock X
Bullets of the same caliber, Banded Solids can be interchanged
with expanding TSX bullets without varying point of impact.

Designed for target shooting, Banded Solid Spitzers also kill fur-bearing
game cleanly with minimal damage to valuable pelts.

BARNES ORIGINALS™

Barnes Originals have enjoyed a loyal following since 1932.
Featuring a thick copper jacket pressure-formed around a
pure lead core, these time-tested bullets are still offered for
selected cartridges like the .348 Winchester, .38-55,
.375 Winchester and .45-70.

Barnes Originals expand to more than twice
their original diameter. Many big game hunters
continue to rely on this time-proven bullet.

When you only have one shot, 
you can count on Barnes Bullets. 

John Odusch took 
this  beautiful blue
wildebeest using a 

.375 300-grain 
Banded Solid.

• Tough copper alloy

• Deep, dependable
penetration

• Tracks straight

• Won’t deflect on bone

• 100% weight retention

• No deformation

• Pure copper-tubing
exterior

• Pure lead core

• Controlled expansion

• Deep penetration

• Proven results
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Barnes Bullets
SINCE 1932 Making the most of your hunting

and shooting experience.

BARNES RELOADING MANUAL NUMBER 4

Available in 2008, Barnes’ Reloading Manual Number 4 features
extensive loading data for Barnes Triple-Shock® X-Bullets® (TSX™) and
Maximum-Range X (MRX™) hunting bullets, and the recently introduced
Varmint Grenade™. Loads are also offered for the new Barnes Banded
Solids™, along with data for bigbore cartridges like the .470 and .500 Nitro,
.505 Gibbs and .577 Nitro Express. 

Loads are provided for Barnes’ greatly expanded selection of XPB™ pistol
bullets, along with recommended loads for Barnes Expander MZ™, long-
range Spit-Fire MZ™ and TMZ™ muzzleloader bullets.

WWW.BARNESBULLETS.COM

Improve your reloading, hunting and
shooting skills. Visit Barnes’ enhanced
website, www.barnesbullets.com, and
get the latest news from Barnes. Be the
first to see information about new
products about to be introduced.

Get the jump on fellow shooters.
Visit the website store to order new
products even before local retailers have them in stock. 

FREE DVD FROM BARNES

“Bullet Myths Busted,” the second in the “Choosing the Right Bullet”
DVD series, is being offered free from Barnes Bullets. The video tackles
popular misconceptions about bullet performance and unmasks false claims.
View the explosive performance of Barnes’ new Varmint Grenade bullet.
See which hunting bullets are deadlier than others, and why.

Shooters in the United States can obtain their own FREE copy (a $15.99
value) of the new DVD by simply visiting www.barnesbullets.com and
requesting one. Orders can also be placed  by calling toll-free: 1-800-574-9200. 

Those residing outside the USA will be charged a nominal US $7.50 fee to
cover shipping and handling.
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Barnes Bullets
SINCE 1932

CR-10™ BORE
CLEANER
Specially formulated to
remove heavy copper
and powder residue,
Barnes CR-10™ Bore
Cleaner is non-
corrosive and won’t
harm bores. Aggressive
cleaning action
improves accuracy and
maintains barrel life.

• Eliminates copper
residue

• Non-corrosive

• Removes burnt
powder

• Improves accuracy 

Barnes Bullets Factory Loads –
for those who don’t reload. 

BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION
25-06 100 GR. TSX
270 WIN 130 GR. TSX
308 WIN 168 GR. TSX
30-06 180 GR. TSX
7MM REM MAG 140 GR. TSX
300 WIN MAG 180 GR. TSX

www.black-hills.com

COR-BON DPX/XPB 
AMMUNITION
RIFLE CALIBERS

223 REM 53 GR. TSX
22-250 REM 53 GR. TSX
243 WIN 85 GR. TSX
25-06 REM 100 GR. TSX
270 WIN 130 GR. TSX
270 WSM 130 GR. TSX
270 WBY 130 GR. TSX 
280 REM 140 GR. TSX
7 MM REM MAG 160 GR. TSX 
7 MM ULTRA MAG 160 GR. TSX  
30 CARBINE 100 GR. X 
30/30 WIN 150 GR. XFN TSX
308 WIN 130 GR. & 168 GR. TSX
30-06 SPRG 168 GR. TSX
30-06 SPRG 180 GR. TSX 
300 WSM 180 GR. TSX 
300 WBY 180 GR. TSX 
300 REM ULTRA MAG 180 GR. TSX
45-70 GOVT. 300 GR. XFN TSX

COR-BON PISTOL CALIBERS

380 AUTO 80 GR. XPB
9MM LUGER+P 115 GR. XPB
10 MM AUTO 155 GR. XPB
38 SPECIAL 110 GR. XPB
357 MAG 125 GR. XPB
357 SIG 125 GR. XPB 
400 CORBON 155 GR. XPB
40 S&W 140 GR. XPB
45 GAP 160 GR. XPB
45 AUTO 160 GR. XPB
45 ACP 185 GR. XPB
44 SPEC 200 GR. XPB 
44 MAG 225 GR. XPB
45 COLT+P 225 GR. XPB 
454 CASULL 250 GR. XPB
460 S&W 200 GR. XPB
460 S&W 275 GR. XPB
500 S&W SPEC 275 GR. XPB
500 S&W MAG 275 GR. XPB
500 S&W MAG 325 GR. XPB
www.corbon.com

FEDERAL VITAL-SHOK 
243 WIN 85 GR. TSX
25-06 REM 100 GR. TSX
270 WIN 110 GR. T-TSX
270 WIN 130 GR. TSX
270 WSM 110 GR. T-TSX
270 WSM 130 GR. TSX
7MM REM MAG 140 GR. TSX
7MM-08 140 GR. TSX
7MM REM MAG 160 GR. TSX
7MM WSM 160 GR. TSX
280 REM 140 GR. TSX
308 WIN 150 GR. TSX
308 WIN 165 GR. TSX
308 WIN 180 GR. MRX
30-06 SPRING 165  GR. TSX
30-06 SPRING 180 GR. TSX
30-06 SPRING 180 GR. MRX
300 WIN MAG 130 GR. T-TSX 
300 WIN MAG 180 GR. TSX
300 WIN MAG 180 GR. MRX
300 WSM 130 GR. T-TSX
300 WSM 180 GR. TSX
300 WSM 180 GR. MRX 
300 WBY 180 GR. TSX
300 H&H 180 GR. TSX
300 RUM 180 GR. TSX
338 FC 185 GR. TSX
338 WIN MAG 225 GR. TSX

FEDERAL VITAL-SHOK PISTOL
357 MAG 140 GR. XPB
41 REM MAG 180 GR. XPB
44 REM 225 GR. XPB
454 CASULL 250 GR. XPB
480 RUGER 275 GR. XPB
500 S&W 275 GR. XPB

FEDERAL CAPE-SHOK
375 H&H MAG 300 GR. TSX
416 RIGBY 400 GR. TSX
416 REM MAG 400 GR. TSX
458 WIN MAG 500 GR. TSX

CUSTOM AMMUNITION 
LOADERS:
SAFARI ARMS -
www.safariarms.com 

SUPERIOR AMMUNITION - 
www.superiorammunition.com

FEDERAL PREMIUM VITAL-SHOK
SABOT SLUGS
12 GAUGE 3" 1 OZ EXPANDER SGS

12 GAUGE 2 ¾" 3/4 OZ EXPANDER SGS

12 GAUGE 2 ¾" 1 OZ EXPANDER SGS

20 GAUGE 3" 5/8 OZ EXPANDER SGS

20 GAUGE 2 ¾" 5/8 OZ EXPANDER SGS

12 GAUGE 2 ¾" ¾ OZ EXP SGS TIPPED

12 GAUGE 3" ¾ OZ EXP SGS TIPPED

20 GAUGE 2 ¾" 5/8 OZ EXP SGS TIPPED

20 GAUGE 3" 5/8 OZ EXP SGS TIPPED

www.federalcartridge.com

NORMA AMMUNITION
375 H&H 300 GR. BND SOLID

416 RIGBY 400 GR. BND SOLID

458 WIN 500 GR. BND SOLID

270 WSM 140 GR. TSX
7MM REM MAG 140 GR. TSX
300 WIN MAG 150 GR. TSX
300 WSM 150 GR. TSX

www.norma.cc

WEATHERBY AMMUNITION
240 WEATHERBY 85 GR. TSX 
257 WEATHERBY 100 GR. TSX 
270 WEATHERBY 130 GR. TSX 
7MM WEATHERBY 140 GR. TSX 
300 WEATHERBY 165 GR. TSX
300 WEATHERBY 180 GR. TSX 
30-378 WEATHERBY 165 GR. TSX
30-378 WEATHERBY 180 GR. TSX 
340 WEATHERBY 225 GR. TSX 
338-378 WEATHERBY 225 GR. TSX 
378 WEATHERBY 270 GR. TSX 
416 WEATHERBY 350 GR. TSX 
460 WEATHERBY 450 GR. TSX

www.weatherby.com
"Federal,” "Premium" and "Federal Premium" are
registered trademarks with the U.S. Patent Office.
"Vital·Shock" and "Cape·Shock" are trademarks of
Federal Cartridge Company.  "COR®BON" is a reg-
istered trademark with the U.S. Patent Office. "DPX"
is a registered trademark of Cor-Bon. "Black Hills
Ammunition, Inc." is a registered trademark with the
U.S. Patent Office. "Black Hills Gold" is a registered
trademark of Black Hills Ammunition, Inc. Weath-
erby is a registered trademark with the U.S. Patent
Office. Norma is a registered trademark with the
U.S. Patent Office.



BECOME A COPPER CLUB MEMBER
• Minimal annual fee
• Immediate access to new Triple-Shock,

MRX, Banded Solids and other load
data as it becomes available from the
Barnes ballistics lab

• Valuable gift package, including CD of
Barnes Ballistics Program

• Automatic enrollment in Barnes University,
offering step-by-step certificate program for
improving handloading skills and building
more accurate loads.

Experience it all at
www.barnesbullets.com

C L U B  X  •  F R E E  T O  J O I N !
• Monthly prize drawings
• Monthly newsletter with contest

winners, customer profiles and
handloading tips

• Reports from the Barnes
ballistics lab

• Be the first to learn about new
Barnes products

• Send in your hunting photos for
the Barnes online gallery

Enhance your hunting and reloading experience
with                    and the new                                    .Club X Copper Club

The newly redesigned website features a blog for Barnes posts and visitor comments, updated,
easier to use online store, and access to new ballistics tests and performance data.

Proud supporter of the Heritage Fund

™™Club X Copper Club




